Lead Designer
Optimal Workshop is a Software as a Service (SaaS) company making a difference. Our suite of
online user research tools is being used in over 100 countries by user experience designers
and information architects who are working to make it easier to get things done and find
information online. We're growing at a fast pace, so you'll need to jump into this position with
your skates on, and a backpack full of energy.
We’re on the hunt for a Lead Designer who is a very strong hands on designer with a firm
grasp on both UI and UX, and who can lead our design team of three, work productively with
our dev team, marketing team, and product manager.
Bring your rockstar leadership experience and lead the way for our awesome design team!
Responsibilities:
● Define, socialise and implement best practices for user experience design, leveraging
industry standards
● Produce standardised, best-in-class UX deliverables including information graphics to
elucidate user research insights, navigation and user interfaces with sitemaps, paper
prototypes or wireframes, screen mockups, behavioural specifications, style guidelines
and icons as needed
● Lead the User-Centered Design process as part of overall UX engagement in solution
and service-related features and improvements
● Ensure all UI definition and development is consistent with usability standards, best
practices, and strategy
● Turn visions into concepts, and translate those concepts into recommendations that
achieve simplicity, despite the inherent complexity of processes being supported
● Apply strategic thinking and demonstrate awareness of business goals while striving for
a highly usable and engaging end-to-end user experience
● Conceive, document, implement and evangelise means for achieving higher degrees of
consistency, quality and throughput from the UX team
● Team building and design mentoring

You will also work closely with product, marketing, and the development team to:

●
●
●
●

Collaborate on documentation of user types, scenarios and tasks, as well as conceptual
models and process flows
Support and lead the planning of qualitative and quantitative user research; participate
in testing, analysis, and synthesis of findings as appropriate
Engage with UX team members to disseminate customer insights to business
stakeholders, product managers and other colleagues
Facilitate and workshop with staff to solve design problems

Qualifications:
● You have skills in information architecture, interaction design, human computer
interaction, human factors, or a related design discipline, with a demonstrated record of
success.
● Ideally candidates should have 5+ years of experience in enabling and delivering
high-volume, high-profile SaaS applications. (But hey this is NZ so as long as you are
confident forget the year number. ;)
● Candidates should also possess:
● Significant user interface design experience; familiarity with web and mobile
technologies and their impact on both work practices and the feasibility of solutions
● Project and program management skills, including scope definition, deadlines,
stakeholder management and corporate accountability
● Extensive experience with the user centered design (UCD) process and experience in
designing transactional applications.
● Solid understanding of information architecture, mastery of user interface design, and
strong visual design sensibility
● Exposure to basic user research techniques such as contextual inquiry, user interviews,
usability testing, as well as a solid understanding of how to incorporate insights from
user research into the user interface design process
● Mad leadership skills.
Write us an awesome cover letter and send it along with your CV to
jobs@optimalworkshop.com

